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ABSTRACT
We give a survey of formal verification techniques that can
be used to corroborate existing experimental results for gossiping protocols in a rigorous manner. We present properties of interest for gossiping protocols and discuss how various formal evaluation techniques can be employed to predict
them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
A.1 [Introductory and survey]; C.2 [Computer-communication Networks]; C.2.2 [Network Protocols]: Protocol verification; C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed
applications; I.6.4 [Model Validation and Analysis]

General Terms
Design, Theory, Verification.

Keywords
Gossiping protocols, verification techniques, survey.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the Internet as a computing platform
asks for new classes of algorithms that combine massive distributed processing and inherent decentralization. These algorithms should be able to execute in an environment that is
heterogeneous, changes almost continuously, and consists of
millions of nodes. Massive parallel computing on the Internet also demands a degree of self-organization; the amount
of devices and software is simply too large to be managed
by humans.
Gossiping protocols have shown to be a sensible paradigm
for developing stable and reliable communication mechanisms that scale up to massively parallel environments. In
a gossiping (also called epidemic) protocol, nodes exchange
data similar to the way a contagious disease spreads. That

is, a participating peer can select, according to some probability distribution, other peers to exchange information with.
Gossiping protocols were originally applied in database replication [26], but more recently also for failure detection [70],
and resource monitoring [69]. They are employed in wired
as well as wireless environments. In a massively parallel
setting, the gossip mechanism should be used at very high
speeds, yielding a new generation of protocols that have an
unusual style of probabilistic reliability guarantees, regarding scalability, performance, and stability of throughput.
Surveys [30, 32, 47] provide an introduction to the field.
Gossiping protocols tend to contain several design parameters that can influence the non-functional properties of these
protocols, e.g., performance, robustness and fault tolerance.
Values of these parameters are usually determined empirically, without a proper understanding why the protocol performs well for these values, and without any certainty that
these values are close to optimal or robust choices. Thorough experimental analysis in [49] has shown that the emergent behaviour of gossiping protocols may vary substantially
by changing only a few design parameters.
When a large number of programs interact in a connected
environment, various phenomena occur that are not explicable in terms of the behaviour of any single agent. It is
necessary to understand these phenomena in order to keep
the overall systems both stable and efficient. Distributed
algorithms and protocols that run steadily and reliably in
small-scale settings, tend to lose those properties as numbers of users, the size of the network and transaction processing rates all increase. Typical problems are disruptive
overloads and routing changes, periods of poor connectivity
and throughput instability. Failures rise in frequency simply
because the numbers of participating components are larger
[71].
In practice, properties of gossiping protocols are usually diagnosed by emulating such systems. However, in principle,
owing to their often relatively simple structure, gossiping
protocols lend themselves very well to formal analysis, in
order to predict their behaviour with high confidence. A
complication in the analysis of gossiping protocols is that
they are meant to work in very large networks, and for ad
hoc wireless networks even with lossy channels. In this paper we give an overview of the different approaches that can
be taken to formally analyse gossiping protocols, and which

• Degree distribution: The degree of a node is the
number of its neighbours in the network graph.
This concept is interesting because of its relationship to robustness of a graph in the presence of
node failures, its effect on patterns of epidemic
spread, and its importance in the distribution of
resource usage of nodes.

properties of such protocols can be verified with which formal verification techniques.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the different types of requirements for gossiping protocols. Section 3 presents the available spectrum of
analysis techniques. Finally, Section 4 contains some conclusions.

2.

• Clustering coefficient: The clustering coefficient
of a node expresses a ratio of the number of links
between the node’s neighbours to the number of
all possible links between them. Intuitively, it
shows how many neighbours of a node are neighbours among themselves. Analysis of this property is interesting because a high clustering coefficient affects information dissemination, as the
number of redundant messages increases. Also, it
affects the self-healing capacity, by strengthening
the connectivity within a cluster, thus decreasing
the probability of partitioning.

REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for gossiping protocols can be divided into
three classes: general, functional and non-functional requirements. These will be discussed in the current section. We
use terminology from [49, 72].

2.1

General Requirements

Gossiping protocols satisfy the following general requirements:

• Shortest path length: The shortest path length between two nodes is the minimum number of edges
that must be traversed to go from one node to the
other. The average path length is the average of
all shortest path lengths between any two nodes
in a graph. The shortest and average path length
give information on the time and communication
costs to reach a node.

• Simplicity: The protocol is simple and easy to deploy.
For example, in a wireless network, a node should be
able to join the system without executing a complex
procedure (“plug-and-play”).
• Scalability: Each node continues to perform its operations at almost the same rate irrespective of the
network size. For example, the local knowledge (neighbours list) of a node does not increase with the network
size.
• Symmetry: In a large-scale network, all nodes play
identical roles. Hence, there is no single point of failure. Randomization, e.g., random peer selection, tends
to fit into this requirement, because each node typically runs the same algorithm.

2.2

Functional Requirements

Functional requirements describe properties of the outputs
of a system, and how a certain input is transformed into
an output. We classify several functional requirements on
gossiping protocols. We distinguish between global and local
properties.
1. Global properties of the system:
• Connectivity: This can, for example, be expressed
as a minimum number of links between nodes,
whose removal will result in the partitioning of
the network graph. The connectivity of a graph
is an important measure of its robustness, because
partitioning of a network graph creates difficulties
for information dissemination.
• Convergence: One can distinguish between convergence of the system parameters to some values (e.g., achieving a certain accuracy in the estimates of the aggregate function values) and convergence of the system structure to some particular type of graph.
2. Local properties of nodes:

2.3

Non-Functional Requirements

Non-functional requirements regard the quality (e.g., performance, maintainability, fault-tolerance) and economics (e.g.,
timing, cost) of system behaviour. The following high-level
non-functional requirements can be identified for gossiping
protocols:

• Time Complexity: The number of time units it takes
(at worst or on average) for a gossiping protocol to
“infect” every node in the network, e.g., for data delivery to all nodes, or for computation of an aggregation
function output.
• Message Complexity: The total number of gossiping
messages (at worst or on average) exchanged over the
network during an execution.
• Information dissemination: There should be a high
probability that a piece of information is shared with
all processes within a given time.
• Robustness: The ability of a gossiping protocol to maintain correct system operation in the face of massive
node crashes and node churn.
• Graceful degradation: Large numbers of node failures
in the system may affect its operation. However, performance, functionality and reliability of gossiping protocols should not drop rapidly as the number of failures
increases.
• Elasticity: Robustness of the well-operation of the systems in face of largely varying node capabilities in
terms of memory, bandwidth and connectivity.

• Self-organization: The nodes should be able to organize themselves in unpredictable circumstances without external interventions. For example, in gossiping protocols a network graph forms overlays that are
adaptable to network and environmental changes.
Specifically in wireless networks, nodes communicate through
error-prone radio channels and typically also have limited
computational capabilities. Special design issues then include energy use, mobility, transmission power, memory usage and latency. Network properties such as message reliability and node reachability may in that case influence the
behaviour of the protocol.

3.

FORMAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The aims when analysing a system are in general to obtain
a better understanding of and gain further confidence in the
system’s behaviour, to detect possible errors, and to improve its design. A complication in the analysis of gossiping
protocols is that they are meant to work in very large networks. Properties of such protocols are generally diagnosed
by emulating such networks.
The formal specification of systems helps to make explicit
the underlying assumptions (like the synchronization primitives), which tend to remain hidden in implementations or
simulation exercises. Also such a specification can be analysed using (semi-)automated formal verification techniques.
There is a rich history of the use of such techniques for verifying a variety of desirable properties for a wide range of
systems. The efficiency of a particular formal analysis technique depends on the system under study.
Gossiping protocols in general contain several design parameters that heavily influence their behaviour. For example,
the number of protocol cycles, message forwarding strategies, message delays, or cache usage and size. Formal analysis techniques can help in the search for optimal values of
such parameters.
Rigorous formal analysis techniques for gossiping protocols
have so far hardly been applied in large-scale settings, and
need to be developed further for this purpose. The main
aim of this paper is to investigate which formal analysis
techniques can in principle be employed efficiently in the
analysis of gossiping protocols, for wired as well as wireless
systems. We will provide an overview of the existing analysis methods, their use and limitations, as well as a comparison of related work on the formal verification of gossiping
protocols. Our aim is to create a better understanding for
selecting a suitable approach for such an analysis.
Experimental
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Figure 1: Spectrum of validation

Figure 1 depicts the spectrum of analysis techniques, ranging from experimental work with a real system implementation up to rigorous mathematical analysis. Real system
statistics and simulation techniques are based on experiments performed on the system and on collecting data statistics either from the running system through monitoring it at
real time or from a discrete-event simulation of the system.
Usually, these approaches are used to study the behaviour of
a particular implementation (instance) of the system. The
other approaches require a formal modelling of the system.
Typically, they are used to verify specific properties in a
more general context. Although these methods often require particular assumptions to be made, their advantage is
that they can be used before a system is being implemented,
and that in principle they are not costly (in comparison to
full-scale experiments on a real system).
In the following subsections, we present pros and cons of
the use of experimental and model-based formal analysis
techniques for gossiping protocols.

3.1

Experimental Evaluation

In practice, properties of gossiping protocols are often diagnosed by emulation, and through performing simulations
(see, e.g., [36]). Commonly used discrete-event simulators
are ns-2, Opnet and Glomosim; but often a customized simulator is built in for example Java or Matlab.
Experimentation is the major source of gaining first insight.
The reason is that in reality performance of gossiping protocols depends on many factors: characteristics of the network,
certain distributions (capacity, node-degree, etc), usage scenarios, user models, incentives, etc.
However, different simulators can produce vastly different
results, even for simple systems (see, e.g., [18]). The reason
is that simulators employ different models for the medium
access control and physical layers. The results of the simulators say as much about the simulated system as about the
particular lower-level implementation of the simulator. Also
the employed random number generators have an (unpredictable) impact; for instance, [2] questions the credibility
of this type of simulations. Moreover, different simulation
analyses of gossiping protocols make different assumptions
about the underlying model, which makes comparison of
results difficult. For example, [18] and [19] both evaluate
the flooding protocol, but sending and receiving is perfectly
synchronized in [18], while [19] assumes a random waiting
period between sending and receiving.
Surprisingly, few attempts have been made to implement
systems that use one of the existing gossiping protocols; we
are only aware of Astrolabe [69], Tribler [64] and ARRG [28].
Notably, in [28], it is shown that a gossiping protocol that
behaves well in an emulated environment, may not behave
well when truly implemented, especially in an environment
where nodes can crash.

3.2

Model-Based Analysis Techniques

The formal specification of a system helps to obtain not only
a better (more modular) description, but also a clear understanding and an abstract view of the system. Formal analysis techniques, typically referred to as formal verification,

are supported by (semi-)automated tools. They can detect
errors in the design that are not so easily found using emulation or testing, and can be used to establish the correctness
of the design. The most effective way to apply formal methods is actually during the design of a system, rather than
after-the-fact, as is, unfortunately, often the case.
Formal models need to be realistic. An experimental evaluation can help to obtain a first insight in the behaviour of
a system, and to identify which characteristics need to be
included into the model.
There are two main approaches to formal verification. The
first approach involves a rigorous mathematical analysis of
the properties of the system, using results from for instance
calculus and probability theory. Such an analysis can be
supported semi-automatically by means of Matlab or a theorem prover. While Matlab is an easy to use but imprecise
mathematical tool, a theorem prover requires a lot of effort
from the user but supports precise mathematical reasoning
about the system. Important theorem proving tools are Isabelle/HOL [61], PVS [63] and Coq [11].
The second approach is model checking, which consists of
a systematic and fully automatic exploration of the statespace of the system specification. The explorative nature
of the approach in principle requires that the state space is
finite. However, recent work also addresses symbolic model
checking techniques for infinite-state models.

3.2.1

Rigorous Mathematical Analysis

Rigorous analysis techniques for gossiping protocols are built
on sound mathematical foundations, and draw inspiration
from the mathematical theory of epidemics [30, 6]. These
analysis techniques are in general used to verify specific
properties of a gossiping protocol. Therefore, such a study
is usually done on a simplified system model of the actual
protocol: one has to decide which characteristics of the protocol should be studied (see Section 2), and which parameters of the protocol should be modelled in order to study
these characteristics.
Gossiping protocols are intrinsically probabilistic. For instance, a node may randomly selects a “gossip” partner or
a data item for the exchange with another node. Or it may
be the case that when a node receives a message, then with
some probability p it forwards the message to all (or some)
of its neighbours, while with probability 1 − p the message
is purged. A key property is that if the probability p is sufficiently large, and the network sufficiently dense, then the
probability of successful information spread remains close
to 1, while the number of sent messages is relatively small
compared to flooding.
Thus, the mathematical foundations underlying the modelling and verification of gossiping protocols can be found in
probability theory.

Hand-crafted Markov chains
Markov chains can be used for modelling a variety of aspects
of gossiping protocols. Markov chains allow to capture the
evolution of gossip-based systems; each state of the Markov
chain describes one state of the system. However, a state

of the Markov chain does not represent a state of the whole
system, but only a state of the system limited to the list of
parameters that are modelled. From one state of the Markov
chain to another, there are probabilistic transitions corresponding to the probabilistic evolution of the system. There
are two types of Markov chain, distinguished by the transitions occurring at any time (continuous-time Markov chain)
or only for defined steps (discrete-time Markov chain). By
analysing the different possible sequences (and their probabilities), it is possible to obtain a global insight in the operation of the protocol. The Markov chain describing the
system evolution converges to a useful distribution over all
possible system states, from which interesting protocol properties can be concluded. For more information, we refer
to [42, 66].
To exemplify the approach in the context of gossiping protocols, we provide the description of two case studies: the
first one concerns the degree distribution of nodes, and the
second the connectivity of network overlays. In both examples, the results from the mathematical analysis have been
compared to the results of simulations to confirm their validity.
Bonnet [13] studied the evolution of the in-degree distribution of nodes during the execution of the Cyclon protocol
[73]. Markov chains model this distribution, that is, the
probability of being in state i of the Markov chain equals
the probability for a given node to have i in-edges. From
the designed Markov chain it is possible to determine the
stationary distribution of the in-degrees, i.e., the distribution to which the protocol converges, as well as to calculate
bounds on convergence time.
Allavena et al. [1] proposed a scalable gossip-based algorithm for local view maintenance. They counted the number of links between two parts of the system (say A and B)
and studied the evolution of these numbers; the states of the
associated Markov chain are the numbers of links from A to
B and from B to A. From the designed Markov chain the
expected time until a network partition occurs was calculated. This case study also included a model of the system
under churn.
As other examples of the use of Markov chains for gossiping and related protocols, we refer to studies on gossip-based
membership management [1, 7, 13], gossip-based distributed
aggregation [15, 16, 60, 27, 53], gossip-based information
dissemination [23, 29] and network topology change [34].
Schnoebelen [67] surveyed several proposals for modelling
probabilistic lossy channel systems with Markov chains and
the verification techniques they support. It would be interesting to see whether these ideas can be of use in both
quantitative and qualitative analyses of gossiping protocols
in wireless networks. Probability theory has further been
applied to analyse gossip-based information dissemination
[35, 50, 12, 58] and gossip-based resource location [54, 55].
Mathematical analysis can be combined with simulations to
validate the results and understand the system behaviour. A
strong point of mathematical analysis is that often it scales
well with respect to the size of a network. However, it requires a lot of effort, it can only be used to analyse a limited

class of properties, and the assumptions that are invariably
made to simplify the analysis often affect the accuracy of the
results [14]. For example, the analyses in [50, 55, 54] rely
on the assumption of full knowledge of group membership,
ignoring its practical infeasibility.

3.2.2

Model Checking

Model checking is an exhaustive state space exploration technique that is used to validate formally specified system requirements with respect to a formal system description [21].
Such a system is verified for a fixed configuration; so in most
cases, no general system correctness can be obtained.
Using some high-level formal modelling language, automatically an underlying state space can be derived, be it implicitly or symbolically. The system requirements are specified
using some logical language, like LTL, CTL or extensions
thereof [48]. Well-known and widely applied model checking tools are SPIN [46], Uppaal [8] (for timed systems), and
PRISM [45] (for probabilistic systems). The system specification language can, e.g., be based on process algebra,
automata or Petri nets.
Model checking suffers from the so-called state explosion
problem, meaning that the state space of a specified system grows exponentially with respect to its number of components. The main challenge for model checking lies in
modelling large-scale dynamic systems. To overcome the
state explosion problem and to speed up the verification
process, various state space reduction techniques have been
proposed. For instance, combinations of symbolic verification techniques with explicit state space exploration (symbolic model checking), verification of properties on a smaller
abstract model of the system under scrutiny, possibly obtained after bisimulation reduction, parallelisation of verification algorithms, partial exploration of the state space
(bounded model checking, on-the-fly model checking, partial order reduction), and efficient state representation (bitstate hashing), have been proposed to make model checking
practically feasible.
Initial model checking approaches used as underlying mathematical model a finite-state automaton, i.e., a model with
neither explicit time nor probabilities. Recently, model checking techniques have been proposed for system models including both time and probabilities, possibly in combination
with non-determinism. In view of the probabilistic features
in gossiping protocols, we focus on model checking of probabilistic models.

Probabilistic and Stochastic Model Checking
In probabilistic and stochastic model checking, the underlying system model is not represented by an automaton,
but instead as a stochastic process of some sort, mostly a
finite-state Markov chain (discrete- or continuous-time). Often, these Markov chains are extended with state labels and
transition labels (so-called action names). These Markov
chains are mostly specified using some high-level formalism,
like stochastic process algebra [20] or stochastic Petri nets.
Gossiping protocols may require models which, in addition
to pure probabilistic choices, also allow for non-deterministic
choices. That is, it is possible in a given state of a system to

non-deterministically move to another state with some probability. Here, Markov decision processes can be applied [65].
The key idea to a Markov decision process is to allow a set of
probability distributions in each state instead of a single distribution as in Markov chains. The choice between these distributions is made externally and non-deterministically, either by a scheduler that decides which sequential subprocess
takes the next step (as in e.g., concurrent Markov chains),
or by an adversary that influences or affects the system.
Probabilistic choices are internal to the process and made
according to the selected distribution.
The system requirements of interest are again specified through
logical expressions, over the paths that can be taken through
the model. For that purpose, the logics are extended to include a notion of time and probability. Prominent examples of such logics are CSL [5, 4], CSRL [41] and asCSL [3]
for continuous-time models, and pCTL [40] for discrete-time
models.
Where traditional model checking algorithms lean heavily on
determining reachability of certain states or state groups (or
the non-reachability), in probabilistic and stochastic model
checking also the time until some states are reached (or
avoided) plays a major role. Furthermore, reachability of
states is expressed in terms of a probability (no mutually
exclusive yes or no) and a time-bound; as an example, certain states might be highly probably reached for short time
periods, but not for longer time periods. Stochastic model
checking relies on algorithms for reachability analysis, as
well as on numerical algorithms for determining long-term
and transient behaviour in Markov chains. Although such
algorithms are well understood, their implementation requires care, especially if very large models are to be addressed.
Stochastic and probabilistic model checking has been applied in a wide variety of case studies, ranging from workstation cluster availability [43] to the evaluation of powersaving methods [62] and the analysis of wireless (sensor)
networks [59].
We feel that the success of model checking approaches, and
especially stochastic and probabilistic model checking approaches, to a wide variety of case studies, is promising. This
observation is also fuelled by the fact that gossiping protocols with their probabilistic and asynchronous behaviour
fit well to the model classes supported by the known model
checking techniques. This is not to say that we do not expect
difficulties. On the contrary, the key to successfully verifying gossip-based systems lies in coping with their scale. This
implies that an analysis or verification technique should be
able to deal with large networks somehow, be it through
smart abstractions or approximations (thus avoiding large
state spaces), or through smart storage techniques or brute
force distributed verification algorithms.
Some of the optimization techniques for general modelling
techniques, as described earlier, have been adapted to probabilistic model checking, in particular: abstraction [52, 56,
57, 17], distribution [9, 10, 38] and Markovian bisimulation
[51].

Approximate and Statistical Probabilistic Model
Checking
An alternative approach to cope with state explosion for
probabilistic systems is found in approximate probabilistic
model checking. The main idea of this approach is to apply Monte-Carlo sampling techniques [39, 33]; the resulting
probabilities are accurate only with respect to some accuracy criterion.
Approximate probabilistic model checking [44, 38] is an approximation method for the logic restricted to time-bounded
safety properties (“positive” LTL). Monte Carlo model checking [37] is based on a randomized algorithm for probabilistic
model checking of safety properties for general LTL model
checking; Monte Carlo model checking uses the optimal approximation algorithm of [22].
In so-called statistical probabilistic methods (e.g., [74]), statistical hypothesis testing is used instead of randomized approximation schemes. The approach of [75] describes a modelindependent procedure for verifying properties of discreteevent systems based on Monte-Carlo simulation and statistical hypothesis testing. The procedure uses a refinement
technique to build statistical tests for the satisfaction probability of CSL formulas. The statistical method of [68] concentrates on model checking of black-box probabilistic systems against specifications given in a sub-logic of CSL.
Similar to the idea of approximation-based probabilistic model
checking, [31] combines probabilistic model checking with
Monte Carlo simulations for the performance analysis of
probabilistic broadcast protocols in a wireless network. In
particular, this study shows results for reliability and reachability properties under different assumptions, such as message collision, lossy channels and unreliable timing, and their
impact on the results.
Case study [24] presents the modelling of a sensor network
using approximate probabilistic model checking. Another
case study [17] presents the results of an analysis of the MAC
protocol for sensor networks using approximate probabilistic
model checking. eXtended Reactive Modules (XRM) [25]
have been proposed for modelling wireless sensor networks
to generate RM models suitable for PRISM and approximate
probabilistic model checking.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Concluding, the formal analysis of gossiping protocols is a
rather unexplored research field, with many challenges and
open problems ahead. A more insightful and systematic
methodology should be developed, that targets gossiping
protocols. The assumptions made for simplifying such an
analysis should be restricted as much as possible, as otherwise the analysis itself becomes unrealistic.
Markov chains give a precise mathematical description, but
the analysis is time-consuming and can only be used for a
restricted class of properties. It would be worthwhile to use
theorem proving tools in order to support such a mathematical analysis.
Probabilistic model checking techniques are convenient to

use, as they are based on verification algorithms. But formally modelling a gossiping protocol still requires considerable effort, and can introduce mistakes by itself (if the
model deviates from the actual protocol). Also the verification algorithms are very much under development, and
probabilistic model checking is, even more than standard
model checking, suffering from the state explosion problem.
This complicates the analysis of gossiping protocols considerably, as they are supposed to be applied in large-scale networks. The use of optimisation techniques, like abstraction
and distributed verification, will form important ingredients
for model checking to become practically of interest for the
evaluation of gossiping protocols.
Approximate probabilistic model checking could serve as a
good compromise between probabilistic model checking and
simulation. They do not provide an exhaustive search to
verify a given property, and as a result they do not suffer
from the state explosion problem that much. Still in practice they can provide rather accurate probabilistic estimates.
But approximate probabilistic model checking is still coming
off age, and needs to be further developed.
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